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Implementation Research

• the scientific study of methods to promote the systematic 
uptake of clinical research findings and other evidence-
based practices into routine practice...it includes the 
study of influences on healthcare professional and 
organisational behaviour (Eccles et al. An Implementation Research Agenda, Imp Sci 
2009)

• Essential outcomes of implementation are:
• Changes in professional behaviour
• Changes in organizational structures 
• Changes in relationships to consumers, stakeholders 

and system partners (Frixen,D et al Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the 
Literature. University of South Florida, 2005)



Importance of Process Evaluation 

• Targets implementation: how successfully the 
intervention is taking place
• How the program’s intentions are being interpreted
• Experience of conducting the activity
• Changing perceptions of different stakeholders

• Qualitative and quantitative data

• Can provide insight into the causal mechanisms and 
effect modifiers                 better interventions



Importance of process evaluation

• Theory based process evaluations collect data on 
theoretical constructs to explore potential causal 
mechanism

• Ideally run alongside a trial but can be retrospective

• Proof of concept study to operationalize the Theoretical 
Domains Framework to conduct a theory based 
retrospective process evaluation 



A tale of two rules…..







Intervention

• Consensus process agreement to adopt rule
• Distribution of educational materials (pocket cards, 

manuscripts, poster)
• 1-hour educational session
• Mandatory real-time reminder at point of care



Results from intervention trial

• CT imaging rates from before to after period
• Control: 67.5% to 74.1%,  (AD = +6.7%)
• Intervention: 62.8% to 76.2%, (AD = +13.3%)

• Physicians misinterpreted rule in 17.5% cases
• Order CT imaging in 141 of 909 cases where not 

indicated
• C-Spine rule: RR 12.8% (61.7% vs 53.3%)



Proof of Concept Study Design
• Purposive sampling: Physicians from 6 intervention sites 

in the trial (3 Academic/ 3 Community EDs)
• Telephone interviews, audio recorded
• Interview guide based on 12 domains in TDF
• 2 independent coders, Nvivo 9
• Relevant domains were determined using 3 criteria: 

• Frequency of specific beliefs across interviews 
• Presence of conflicting beliefs
• Perceived strength of the belief impacting the 

behaviour



Theoretical Domain Interview Questions

(1) Knowledge Do you use the Canadian CT Head rule in your practice? What do you think of the evidence 
that supports the rule?

(2) Skills How do you use the rule? What steps do you normally follow when using the rule? What 
skills are needed to use the rule?

(3) Social/professional role and identity 
(Self-Standards)

Is there anything about your professional role as an ED physician that influences your use of 
the rule? Do your colleagues generally agree with you regarding your use of  the rule?

(4) Beliefs about capabilities (Self-efficacy) How confident do you feel in your ability to apply the rule? What problems have you 
encountered when using the rule?

(5) Beliefs about consequences (Anticipated 
outcomes/attitude)

What do you think are the consequences of using the rule? What are the specific patient, 
financial or provider benefits or harms that occur as a result of using the rule? 

(6) Motivation and goals (Intention) How important is the Canadian CT Head rule for managing patients with minor head injury? 
Are there incentives for using the rule?

(7) Memory, attention and decision processes How easy or difficult is it to remember the rule? Do you sometimes forget? When? What 
triggers your use of the rule?

(8) Environmental context and resources 
(Environmental constraints)

What factors in your clinical environment influence your use of the rule? Are there competing 
tasks or time constraints that influence your use of the rule? 

(9) Social influences (Norms) Do other physicians in the ED influence your use of the rule? If so, how? Do physicians 
outside your ED influence your use of the rule?

(10) Emotion (Emotion) Does using the rule ever evoke an emotional response in you? Do your patients emotions 
ever affect your decision to use the rule?

(11) Behavioural regulation What do you think is needed to ensure you consistently use the Canadian CT Head rule?

(12)Nature of the behaviour How often do you see patients with minor head injury? Do you usually use the rule when 
managing these patients?

Theoretical Domains Interview Framework
(Michie S,Qual Saf Health Care. 2005;14:26-33)



Results

• 8 ED Physician participants (3 were site champions) 
from 4 sites (2 academic/ 2 community)

• 7 to 30 years of experience
• 6 with specialty or subspecialty training
• Interviews lasted 20-40 minutes
• Mandatory reminders identified as the most useful 

strategy to encourage use



Domains likely to explain response
Domain Belief

Beliefs about consequences Using the CT Head Rule improved/hindered 
patient flow

Beliefs about capabilities Some of the criteria can be difficult to interpret

It is hard to follow when the department is busy
Memory, attention and decision 
processes

The number of steps in the rule make it 
easy/difficult to remember

Environmental context and 
resources

A busy department encourages/discourages use 
of the rule

Ease of access to CT Scans discourages use
Social influences Family members emotions can influence my use 

of the rule
Behavioural regulation I rely on my own clinical judgment to guide 

decision making when I am uncertain

Steps in the rule are flexible

Persuasive communication

Techniques for self-
monitoring

Reminders that target 
complex situations

Social processes of 
encouragement

Education about how to use 
clinical decision rules



Conclusion

• TDF provided us with useful information which might 
help with post-hoc interpretation of the results of the trial

• Encourage further development for using the TDF to 
guide theory based process evaluations running 
alongside trials
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